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Introduction
You know you've been watching a lot of porn when you can't pass a sign for an 'ATM' without
snickering.  The same goes for your typical glazed donuts shop, since that white sticky mess probably
reminds you of something a bit more nasty.  One visit to Sperm Glazed, where whores faces are
splattered and stained by massive cum loads of gooey splooge and you'll never look at vanilla frosting
the same way again!

Adult Review
Hardcore blow bangs are the specialty of Sperm Glazed, a site that's devoted to spunk-covered sluts.  You better really love
seeing whore's heads drenched and dripping with cum if you decide to pay this porn site a visit.  Most of the scenes include at
least 5 huge loads being dumped all over pretty their little faces.  And not a single one of these sluts is a cum dodger, because
by the time these blowjobs finish their eyes are nearly glued shut with splooge!
  
  The videos at Sperm Glazed are not shot exclusively for this site, and in fact a true facial fan will probably recognize some
of these scenes from major DVD releases.  But having this collection all in one place is a big bonus, and if that weren't
enough then full monthly members also gain access to the entire Porn Star Network of like-minded XXX sites.  This network
has dozens of extra porn websites, many which offer 100% exclusive pictures and videos.  But trial members are not allowed
to access them, so only stick with a monthly or discounted multi-month membership.
  
  Part of the fun of watching a whore get plastered with cum is seeing the splooge in high definition.  Unfortunately there are
no high resolution pictures available at Cum Glazed. You'll only be able to see still shots in 720 x 480 resolution, but these
are just screen caps of the video clips and are a bit grainy.  Nevertheless the site does offer the entire scene's worth of pics in
a catch-all zip download that only true blow bang lovers are likely to collect.
  
  A great example of what Sperm Glazed offers can be found in the hardcore scene featuring porn star Courtney James.  You
can see in her wild eyes that she considers draining every penis in sight as the number one reason she was put on this planet. 
Her destiny in life is soon fulfilled when she kneels down with her eyes and mouth wide open, ready to accept five
mega-loads of cum that are deposited on her face, forehead, mouth, and neck.  What a sexy way to earn a  paycheck!
  
  Unfortunately Sperm Glazed has stopped updating, and there is no mention of any new content being added any time soon. 
So you'll have to settle for the 36 videos that are currently online, but at least these clips are offered up in a wide variety of
options.  The best looking clip is a 720 x 480 resolution WMV file, but you can also check out lower resolution MP4, RM,
and MOV clips.  None of the content is protected by DRM, and you can download either full length movies or shorter little
clips.  But again, the true value for this porn site lies in its access to other tremendous sites, some of which are shown right
next to this review. 

Porn Summary
An awesome site specializing in blow bangs was long overdue.  Sperm Glazed offers filthy whores whose faces get
absolutely blasted with multiple loads of fresh sticky cock brew!
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